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Featuring hundreds of full-color photomicrographs, RodakÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Hematology: Clinical

Principles and Applications, 5th Edition prepares you for a job in the clinical lab by exploring the

essential aspects of hematology. It shows how to accurately identify cells, simplifies hemostasis and

thrombosis concepts, and covers normal hematopoiesis through diseases of erythroid, myeloid,

lymphoid, and megakaryocytic origins. This text also makes it easy to understand complementary

testing areas such as flow cytometry, cytogenetics, and molecular diagnostics. Clinical lab experts

Elaine Keohane, Larry Smith, and Jeanine Walenga also cover key topics such as working in a

hematology lab, the parts and functions of the cell, and laboratory testing of blood cells and body

fluid cells.Instructions for lab procedures include sources of possible errors along with

comments.Case studies in each chapter provide opportunities to apply hematology concepts to

real-life scenarios.Hematology instruments are described, compared, and contrasted. UPDATED,

full-color illustrations make it easier to visualize hematology concepts and show what youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll

encounter in the lab, with images appearing near their mentions in the text so you donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t

have to flip pages back and forth.Hematology/hemostasis reference ranges are listed on the inside

front and back covers for quick reference.A bulleted summary makes it easy to review the important

points in every chapter.Learning objectives begin each chapter and indicate what you should

achieve, with review questions appearing at the end.A glossary of key terms makes it easy to find

and learn definitions. NEW coverage of hematogones in the chapter on pediatric and geriatric

hematology helps you identify these cells, a skill that is useful in diagnosing some pediatric

leukemias.UPDATED chapter on molecular diagnostics covers new technology and techniques

used in the lab.
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It's not bad to read through, has good charts to explain things.

Nice

I like the book. It's really helpful to various blood cell anatomy with very Gus details

This is a great, inclusive Hematology text. I found it easy to read and easy to follow. However, I am

a GenXer and was brought up reading. If you don't read, you will find it difficult.

very good

Perfect

The book is too technical and does not do a good job on teaching the material. This book is

intended for an audience with plenty of previous experience in hematology looking for a reference

book rather than learning material. I would not recommend this book to anyone who does not have

a strong background in hematology as it will confuse you and overwhelm you.

if the front cover gives a reference range shouldn't the explanation in the book give the same range

... this book doesn't do that.
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